
Wandering . asleep   
Why do so many of us feel confused about who we are? How are we supposed to know what we 

are doing if we cannot connect to our true self? How do we get out of the fear and the negative 
thoughts and feelings to a life of purpose? How do we find our way back to the I AM, to our truth? 
This is the inspiration for Be – a deep desire to create an embodied ritual to guide us, personally 

and collectively, to a life of purpose and passion. It is wandering soulful journey.  
 
Unseen . I AM  

Much of our wandering is unseen. Journeys of the mind, heart, soul and spirit are all within. They can 
be felt and experienced (and now quantified) but they are not witnessed. There are physical 

manifestations of this inner, invisible world. This unseen energy propels and compels us. It is our 
destiny in motion. This is my wandering story of liberation – and embodiment. I feel wed to my soul, 
an embodied life of spirit in matter. It is a life of purpose and passion. I live a life that it true to me.  

 

There is a voice that doesn’t use words, listen.  ―  RUMI 
 

It is always personal – a story 
For me, it started with a persistent voice. I suppose it could be described as a feeling or a knowing, 

a consciousness. A pattern had emerged in my life, waves of awakened consciousness would 
retreat into hypnotic periods of existence, high-functioning unconscious states. The message was 
simple and powerful. I was to wake up. I had a purpose. 

 
This voice was incessant. I knew that this “voice” was right. I had known for quite a while, decades 
or maybe forever (in my awakened waves of consciousness I had clarity). I sincerely wanted to 

remain awake. Symbolically this knowing took the form of a spark in my heart. I began to pray that 
the spark would become a flame, the flame a fire and that the fire would consecrate and purify me. I 
prayed to be consumed by this flame. I did not want to go back to sleep. I wanted to do what I came 

to do.  
 
With the realization that I didn’t know the way but that I desired to walk the path, I surrendered. I 

practiced the very simple and cliche “Let Go and Let God”. My mantra became thy will be done. I 
prayed daily “To the High Lord God (insert your thing, my culture is Christian and I love fantasy), 
Thank you that I may serve, empowered in faith (assuming it was so), to bring light to the darkness 

and beauty to the world, if it be thy will. Amen.” I believe that this prayer altered the course of my life 
in ways I could not have imagined.  
 

Don't go back to sleep. 

You must ask for what you really want. 

Don't go back to sleep.  

People are going back and forth across the doorsill where the two worlds touch. 

The door is round and open.  

Don't go back to sleep.   

―  RUMI 

 
A backdrop – mortality 
I had a profound experience when I was 25 that defied my belief system. At that time, my 6-month 
old son was scheduled for surgery on his cranium, having been diagnosed with cranial synostosis. I 
was also getting ready to attend the funeral of a soccer player that I had coached in high school. 



She had died in her sleep. She was playing soccer at UW, an elite athlete. She was a vibrant, 
authentic person. There was no reason for any of it. I was spinning.  

 
A haircut – synchronicity 
I was getting ready to speak at her funeral, having my hair cut by a friend. We were chatting, like you 

do. She shared that she had met a woman that was psychic. That was all I heard, my mind stuck 
there. I knew I was supposed to call her. I drove home fixated on this. This was back in the day of 
wall phones. I walked in the house and called the number that she had written. I was not positive 

what I would say, but I knew I was not going to give her too much information. I did not believe in 
psychics. 

 
My belief system – critical thinking 
My parents were very intellectual (Stanford, Harvard, Princeton and Cal). My instinct was to seek 

knowledge to explain my experiences. I was very cerebral – very 3D. I was not raised to have faith. 
There had to be a logical explanation for everything. I had been trained to examine what was 
happening in the real world and to think critically. The realm of spirit was relegated to fantasy, it 

wasn’t real (but I loved it). Nature was the closest thing I had to worship.  
 
Mike – no explanation  
A woman answered. She asked why I was calling. I replied that I did not know, which was true. She 
paused and then she said that she had someone with her, a young woman. She described her and 
stated that she was holding a black and white ball. The young woman was asking to talk to her mom 

and Mike. I was silent. The player that I had coached had an atypical appearance. I hadn’t even said 
that there was a girl or soccer. The player called her parents as Mom and Mike. How could she 
know this? She continued to give me information that she could not have access to.  

 
Inner wisdom – gnosis  
I became obsessed with this new world – there was more. There was something beyond the 
physical. I had secretly hoped and I dare say knew that there was more to life. I went and saw the 
woman, Anita, sporadically for a couple of years. When I began to rely on her for answers, seeking 

her insight rather than trusting my truth (a human trait to seek external sources of validation), she 
gave me a tarot deck and told me that I had the answers. I did not go back. I began to trust my truth, 
my inner wisdom. I sought my own answers and fought the impulse to seek them in others.  

 
Visions – guardian angels 
My sister also saw Anita. One day out of the blue Anita called her. She asked Heather to experience 

a vision. She did nothing but invite it. In the vision, Heather witnessed her death; she was stabbed 
from behind by a young man. The next day we were attacked with two of our very young children. 
We were saved from the violent attack because Heather had been shown a vision.  

 
The man had approached her from behind and held a knife to her stomach, telling her to get in the 
car. She reacted intuitively rather than instinctively. She grabbed the blade of the knife and started 

to yell. We came to realize that the man was a rapist and a pedophile. He had a journal of violent 
intentions and a car full of ammunition. It was surreal. We had been protected. I had a decision to 
make. I had to choose a path – faith or fear.      

 
Personal – embodied truth  
Having done my share of critical thinking, I would like to share what I believe now, twenty five years 
later, based on what I “know” personally, emotionally, intellectually and experientially. Wisdom is a 
balance of the heart and mind. Ultimately, we must trust our knowing or gnosis (embodied 



knowledge). In truth, only we “know”. If there is a single take away from Be it is that – you know and 
you choose. Our time here is precious, and I won’t spend mine debating my truth. It is my own 

personal experience. I don’t have to validate it. I have to live it.  
 
A shift – altered perspectives  
I began to examine my belief system. What was real? What mattered? I had a persistent feeling or 
knowing that I had to dramatically change my life. I was to trust God or the Divine and walk in faith – 
that required letting go. To be fearless. Years passed and by the end of 2012 the voice was a roar in 

my head. I began to articulate the need to shift – out loud. To make real changes. Fortunately, my 
husband had been experiencing his own awakening and although and miraculously we did. We 

walked away from Tech jobs in Redmond and a gated community to freedom. It was cathartic.   
 
Fear and faith – polarity  
I know that some of what I will share may seem wild and alternative based on your belief system. I 
experienced that frankly. I am familiar with that resistance. I encourage you to question what is true? 
What matters? One of the very clear messages that I received was that fear and faith are poles of 

the same energy. They are oppositional, but the same. Where you find fear (or dark emotion - which 
you can literally feel) the invitation is not to avoid it, but to go into it. There is an untruth within that 
energy. Examine it and let it go. It is an illusion. Faith is letting go. In the modern era we can quantify 

energy scientifically. There are dozens of good books on energy. I am just going to touch it here.  
 
Embodiment – a ritual practice  
It is not enough to know, we have to integrate it. We have to live our truth, embody it. There is a 
symbol, the vesica piscis that represents this wisdom of the soul. Two circles that create an eye 
shape. These forms to me are symbolic of spirit and matter and the eye is the soul. In it’s simplest 

form, Be is an embodied ritual, a transformational practice to achieve this integration - to embody 
spirit in matter, to be soul. It is a wandering journey of Self-realization, a state of consciousness that 
comes through shedding all outward self-definitions. As we quiet our mind, we find our truth, a pure 

state of Being.  
 

We have created a glossary that offers more information on various terms, including the vesica piscis (which is within the 

flower of life and the Christian fish). You can go down the rabbit hole of verifying everything and science is now able to 

quantify energy; so this is the time to do it. That can be your wandering. As with most things in the world, the vesica piscis 

is hidden in plain sign - encircling the Washington Monument and St. Peter’s Square.  
  
A new age – light and love 

This came to me very strongly without me knowing why. We are experiencing a flood of energy, 
waves of light and love. A marker for me was 12 . 21 .12 but it is an ancient pattern. The first flood is 
light. The light has three energies: love, wisdom and will. This light energy is entering through our 

heart, expanding our light body or aura. It is awakening us, igniting the light within - our Divine spark. 
This spark resides within our heart. With the awakening is a deep knowing, a remembrance to why 
we are here. We have a purpose, a Divine purpose. This is our soul’s purpose.  

 
Physics – vibrating energy 
Let’s go into the floor of energy concept. We are vibrating energy, everything is vibrating. The 

physical body consists of energy that vibrates very slowly, which is why it appears to our physical 
eyes to be solid. Because it is seen and experienced, we have focused on our physical body, but we 
have a subtle energy body which is unseen. It is outside of our perception because it is vibrating at a 

higher frequency. There are senses that are beyond our five physical senses.   
 



Reality – the science of vibration 
Vibration is hard science which is now being proven scientifically, but is quite ancient. The science 

of vibration basically says that everything around you is made up of vibrating particles of energy. 
Vibration was discovered by scientist Nikola Tesla in 1942, although known in ancient 
civilizations. Everything has an electrical frequency or vibration. We are vibrating energy; our 

thoughts, feelings, actions create energetic frequencies. What I think has a measurable effect on my 
electromagnetic energy or vibration.  

If you want to find the secrets of the universe, think in terms of energy, frequency and vibration. ―  NIKOLA TESLA  
 
Quantum physics – energy 

Albert Einstein said “Everything in life is vibration.” Every atom and molecule is oscillating and in 
motion. This can be measured spectroscopically (it is “real” – even though it is not “seen”). On a 
quantum level, something that appears solid is tiny particles that are bouncing off of each other. To 

learn more about the real science behind vibration you’d have to study quantum physics, which is 
actually quite fascinating.  

Your heart – the crystalline cathedral  
Your heart is the organ with the most powerful electromagnetic field in the body. Your heart informs 
your mind through the subtle energy body (neural networks). Your heart can sense the heart of 
another individual up to ten feet away. Your heart is your connection to others and to your soul. A 
crystalline cavern, your heart holds the memories of all aspects of your being from the beginning.  It 
is the crystal cathedral of the soul. It is from the heart that we receive the wisdom of the universe – 
intuition (heart knowledge). It is a thin slice.  

The intuitive mind is a sacred gift, and the rational mind is a faithful servant. We have created a society that honors the 

servant and has forgotten the gift.  ―  ALBERT EINSTEIN 

 
We are made of stars – We are stardust 
We are literally stardust. The molecules and atoms in our body contain the same chemicals that 
stars are made of (Hydrogen, Carbon, Nitrogen and Oxygen). Stars explode and create dust 
(supernovas). This dust is contained in our body and the world around us. We are made of stardust 
(the residual after stars explode). We are created by the heavens and comprised of it. Dynamic 
energy. How cool is that! We won’t go too far here, but it is a multiverse. This too is scientific. 
Stephen Hawkings last theory was on the multiverse. We also have gold in our blood, pure gold….  
 

You are not IN the universe, you ARE the universe, an intrinsic part of it. Ultimately you are not a person, but a focal point 

where the universe is becoming conscious of itself. What an amazing miracle. ―  ECHKHART TOLLE   
 
Microcosm and Macrocosm – within and without 
Quantum physics is based on the fundamental theory which describes nature at the smallest scales 

of energy levels, atoms and subatomic particles. Quanta refers to the vibrational energy within our 
system. It is from quantum physics that we get the notion of the microcosm (the micro universe 
within) and macrocosm (the macro universe without). You are magnetic, whether you are 

conscious or unconscious, you attract or repel energy. The energy that you are will be mirrored 
in the world around you (physics - like attracts like and so forth). This is a universal law.   

The Law of Resonance – you create your world 



The Universal Law of Resonance, often referred to as the law of attraction, is “real”. At all times 
what is happening within you (the microcosm) is affecting what is around you (the macrocosm). 

The flood of energy is magnifying and amplifying your vibration. You are manifesting (creating) 
your world more rapidly. You are hearing this internal voice more loudly, feeling emotions more 
strongly. Everything is more powerful. You are powerful. Create consciously. We will discuss 

will(power) later, but there is a personal will and soul will or Divine will. Personal will tends to 
be cultural (matter/physical) and Divine will serves our higher purpose (spirit/spiritual).  
 

Dream into it – manifest  
The Law of Resonance simply states that what you choose to spend your energy on you will 

manifest. It will be reflected in the world around you. Your thoughts, emotion, the food you eat 
(everything) effects your vibration. It is this Law of Resonance (vibration) that allows you to 
manifest your dreams, you literally create your world. (There appear to be as many as 33 

universal laws but we are working on the Law of Resonance.) To manifest love, simply be love. 
If you are constantly afraid, you are attracting fear. You attract in essence what you are. 
 

“As above, so below, as within, so without, as the universe, so the soul…” ―  HERMES 

Resistance and vibration – discord 

Be is the product of a deep desire to live a soulful life individually and collectively. We are 
creating a soul tribe and a soul space. It is not about how we are different. It is about how we 
are the same. It is about how we are one energy. That is hard science. Whatever you want to 

call the energy of the All (I AM, God, Nature, Great Spirit, Creator, Quantum Field, Universal 
Mind, love … whatever it is for you personally), we are all one vibrating energy. For me, this 
energy is not a being as much as everything. It is Love. It is Grace. If this message doesn’t 

resonate with you, first examine the resistance, but then honor that. Honor your truth.  
 
It’s personal – I AM 

The I AM is personal. It is a reflection of each of us. The I AM is the Divine. It is the LORD. It is God, 
Allah, Heavenly Father, Jehovah, King, Yahweh, Nature. It is the Creator; the One who created all 
things, who is all things. The I AM is the expanse. The I AM doesn’t have to be anything specific. The 

I AM is the energy of the multiverse. If it is hearts and rainbows (or unicorns) that is all perfect, and 
personal. We have all had our personal experiences.  

 
Truth – love and light  
The I AM is the standard of what is right, what is true to you. To be authentically ourselves we have 

to remove the parts of us that are no longer true, or were never true. It is a letting go of our 
attachments to not just things but notions of who we are, our belief system. It is an undoing and 
unknowing. It is simply being. It is the blank canvas on which you create. It is all polarity, duality and 

irony. We must be empty to be filled. It is from going within that we can enter the Beyond.  
 
Follow your soul – she knows the way 

If any of this seems daunting or confusing, here is the super good news, there is nothing to do! 
You have everything you need (say that again…and again). You are part of the energy of the I AM. 
Everything is. You are everything! You even have a guide, actually many guides! The consciousness 

that I experienced I came to recognize as my soul. I was being guided to my higher purpose by 
my soul. Our soul is our true self or higher self. She knows why we are here. She knows the 
way.   

 



You don't have a soul you are a soul. You have a body.  ―  CS LEWIS 
 
Be – you are spirit 
The higher vibration of energy that is flooding Earth is awakening us to our purpose, to our soul. We 

have a higher aspect, a higher self. This higher self is our soul. Our soul is our connection to spirit. 
Our soul is our guide in this embodiment. She is the bridge between the seen and unseen, matter 
and spirit. She is the eye within your heart. She is wisdom, will and love. There are unseen spirits 

and even realms, that are here to help us. I know it seems wild, but you are wild. You are a wild 
soul.   
 

Seen and unseen – there is more  
There are vibrations that we cannot see, higher vibrations. These vibrations include planes of 

existence that are not visible. We are in the third dimension, low vibrational energy. There are many 
dimensions or planes. I personally believe in angels and angelic realms. Angels are in all faiths. They 
are here to guide us, protect us. They record our thoughts and deeds. Angels are governed by our 

free will. They must be summoned as the light must be invoked. They are servants of the Divine. We 
are to seek them.   
 

Guardian Angels – Flames     
Angels are extensions of the Divine (God, I AM, Source, Nature…claim it). Angels are around us in 
the etheric plane and serve as our guardians (guardian angels). They are not visible to most of us, 

but can be seem and communicated with. Angels must be summoned or invoked (prayer) and then 
listened to (meditation). Ask and you shall receive. They amplifying your will through your Divine 
spark and your intention. Archangels are creators, “as Above, so below”. They guide humanity. They 

are your guides on your soul journey.  
 
Archangels and Archeia – Flames     
Each Archangel has an Archeia, a feminine complement. The seven archangels and their twin flame 
wield of the cosmos within you; they unify the microcosm and the macrocosm. Seek them in 

meditation and prayer. Different religions have some variation within the 7 archangels, I will offer 
these from my experience, but they are personal. Uriel is the most powerful archangelic force for me 
as a bridge to the unseen. I would summon Michael, however, if I was in danger.   

 
Archangel Uriel – flame of truth  
I have an affinity to Archangel Uriel. He is the fourth archangel. Uriel is known the angel of wisdom; 

he shines the light of truth into the darkness of confusion. (No wonder I would be drawn to 
him!) Uriel means “God is my light” or "fire of God." He is the archangel of prophecy and can help 
you to develop your psychic powers and intuitive skills. He is supposed to bridge heaven and earth, 

a rainbow bridge. He provides insights through visions (day dreaming), dreams, and sudden 
perceptions. I ask for his guidance and that of the archangels and archeia.  

 
Spiritual Techniques – How to access your higher self  
Humanity has used methods of devotion to access spirit forever. Whether it is meditation, prayer, 
chant, sound, incantation, visualization – they are all various practices to access your higher self. The 

function of these practices is to alter your regular patterns of consciousness. Through the power of 
your mind you can access your thoughts through different vibratory frequencies.  
 

*This is so important that there is a separate offering devoted to these transformational devotions. 
The rituals include embodied practices of visualization, meditation, flower essences, essential oils, 



crystals, colors, chants, mantras, sound and flames (with the way that I envisioned a spark). The 
intention is yours and the entire practice is soul-led. You lead yourself.  

 
Meditations – ask and you shall receive 
Asking is prayer. We are fairly good at this typically. What we tend not to do is listen. Meditation is 

simply listening to the answer (ask and you shall receive). The answer is not necessarily what you 
want because we cannot always see clearly. We often superimpose our will on that of the Divine 
will. In prayer you are asking for Divine guidance. Seeking truth. Our rituals are guided meditations. 

You go within – to the chamber of your heart – to seek the guidance of your soul and that of your 
angels. You may summon your ancestors if that is more resonant. It is again, personal. There is no 
right or wrong, it is your experience.    

 

“Forget not when we ponder that God’s Temple is our own being. God will not look for us, but we first must seek Him. Each 

day, time must be put aside for meditation and prayers for our Order and its work.” Oath of the Knights Templar.  

 
Let go – that’s it?  
Letting go is not simple. We have elaborate system that we have created, basically our world, based 

on our attachment. Our mind has invested serious time creating this system. Fortunately, we also 
have an inherent alchemy within us. It is within our heart. It is love. It is this ability to let go that is 
alchemical. Letting go is the philosopher’s stone. Let go of who you think you are. Let go of what 

you think that you need. Let go of the trauma you experienced (it’s personal, you know – we all have 
it). There are many words for it (forgiveness, allowing, atonement). Let go. Be.  
 

Feel – the chamber of the heart   
Letting go involves being aware of an experience and allowing it to surface and be there with you, not 

denying it or suppressing the emotion. Our transformative rituals are meditative practices that allow 
you to Be without distractions; so that you can experience whatever surfaces for you. Allowing 
whatever is present in your experience to be perfectly as it is without resisting it, fearing it, or judging. 

This is an exercise of the heart. Don’t go analytical here. It is our attachment that has allowed it to be. 
Let it go. Take the lesson, the experience served a purpose, and let it go with gratitude.   
 

A new knowing – feeling as knowledge   
It is our attachment (judgement) that is suffering. This was quite a process for me as frankly I was 
quite judgmental. I was more mind and less heart. Feeling is the new knowing. Your heart is the 

entrance to your soul. Your heart is one with the universal energy of love and holds the memories of 
all aspects of your being. Your heart is the part of you that you can learn to know and trust again. 
Embrace the flood of energy - light and love. The energy we are experiencing is entering through 

your heart, awakening your heart as an organ of perception.  
 

Three-fold flame - Power, Wisdom, Love 
The heart is not simply an organ of perception it is an alchemical container. It is where the Divine 
dwells. Our heart beats in rhythmic harmony with cosmic symphonies, our inbreath and outbreath 

are one with the Holy Spirit, our blood pulses circulating to our organs, animating our form. It is 
within the heart that exists a secret chamber. In this chamber resides the threefold flame—where 
heaven and earth meet.  

 
*Visualize the three-fold flame as a blue sphere, symbolic of the desire of the soul to serve the Divine 
Will; yellow sphere, symbolic of the desire of the soul to seek truth in wisdom; and a pink sphere, 



symbolic for the desire of the soul to love. I visualize this daily. See accompanying Ritual 
Transformation doc.  

 
Human alchemy – transformation  
Alchemy is an ancient practice from the 12th century. It is a school of science that uses astrology 

(the study of the stars) to discover man’s relationship to the cosmos (our Divine purpose). Astrology 
and alchemy pursue a belief that within the human being is access to the Divine (insert your thing – 
God, Creator, Nature, Lord, I AM). It is a belief that we can manifest the Divine Will on earth as a 

reflection of Heaven. Through this process we can “know” the I AM. In service to the light and love 
we become one with it (alchemy is a higher vibrational state).  
 
Energy systems – Subtle energy     
The subtle energy system is the densest of the energy systems, lowest vibration. It is the energy 

system for the physical body. It connects us to the emotional and mental energy systems. It has 
three major components: nadis, chakra and aura. These form a complex relationship (there are 
72,000 nadis for example). Be works within these systems, creating simple and powerful 

transformative ritual practices that integrate our energetic light body.  
 
Chakras – energy gateways 

Our subtle energy system consists of chakras or points of connection which direct the subtle energy 
into the physical body using meridians. The Chakras create an energetic field around the physical 
body known as the auric field or aura.  These subtle energy points are vortexes of energy that act as 

energy gateways. We use the chakras as primary points of connection to transform our own nature 
and the nature around us.  
 

Energetic centers – Vibrational flow   
Chakra is a Sanskrit word meaning “wheel”. The chakras are a spinning vortex of subtle energy. 

Physically the chakras are represented by massive collections of nerve cells along the spinal column 
with an endocrine gland linked to that nerve center. They function as organizational energy centers 
that coordinate vibrational flow. As we absorb more light it affects our energy matrix, primary and 

secondary chakras.  
 
7 + 5 Chakras – A rainbow bridge     
There are seven light wheels within our physical body and 5 above and below (and more, but 5 for 
now). The traits attributed to each wheel are vital to our embodiment, spirit in matter. The chakras 
correlate with the chakra system with corresponding to crystals, flowers, and ritual practices. Each 

wheel has a corresponding ray with an archangel and archeia that guide our transformation. The 
chakras are our bridge from heaven and earth - path from the physical to the spiritual.   

 

7 + 5 Crystal rays – A light system 
The crystal rays have a mysterious and multi-dimensional quality. There is a primary vibration of color 
for each, but they scintillate and vibrate, like stars. They align to the physical and star chakras. The 

activation of these rays causes a greater sensitivity in the consciousness as the rays clear our auras 
and widen the silver cord (prana), our connection to spirit and matter. They are emergent and not as 
familiar to us. They are to be experienced.  

 
Vibrational harmony – auric resonance 
Your aura is a physical manifestation of your soul. In scientific research the aura is a quantifiable 

electromagnetic field of energy that extends 4-5’ from our body. Electrons, composed of atoms, 
vibrate at the speed of consciousness. Our aura is created by your subconscious and conscious 



thoughts and feelings. The more you awaken to the desire to serve your soul’s purpose the higher 
your vibration and more vibrant your aura. Our aura changes with both internal and external stimuli. 

Your tribe will matter.  
 
Electromagnetism – energy exchange 
Auras release and absorb energy. Your aura effects those around you. There is a constant energy 

exchange with the people in your life (a vibe). You can literally feel someone’s energy. Our aura is 
3D field that surrounds your physical body. Due to the strong electromagnetic properties of the aura, 
you constantly release and absorb energy. Each time you come in contact with someone an 

energetic exchange occurs. You can literally feel energetic resonance or discord with people.  
 
Septenary Universe – An energetic matrix 
The aura consists of seven auric bodies, also known as the physical, astral, lower, higher, spiritual, 
intuitional, and absolute planes. These subtle bodies exist around the physical body. Each has a 
unique vibrational frequency. They are interrelated, and each body affects the others, affecting our 

feelings, emotions, thought patterns, behavior, and wellbeing. Just like with chakras, a state of 
imbalance in one of the bodies leads to a state of imbalance in the others. 
 

Chi – Life force 
The purpose of reinforcing the energy matrix of our etheric body is to process the higher vibrational 

flood of love and light. This energy has many names: chi, prana, life force, love. We draw energy in 
with our breath, through eating raw and live foods and walking barefoot. We are working with high 
vibrational natural elements because they raise our chi. Being conscious of how we live increases 

our vibration or life force.  
 
The journey – transformation  

The chakras are a physical manifestation of our Divinity. They are a compass to guide us on our 
journey within, to the I AM. By balancing the chakras, the physical body moves into alignment, 
bringing greater harmony, health and wellbeing. They are a rainbow bridge, connecting us to 

ourselves: mind, body, heart, soul and spirit. Remember the great news is you have everything you 
need, everything. In fact, you are everything.  
 

Star Chakras - a system of 12 
We use the traditional 7 chakra system and the 5 star chakras — gateways located outside of the 

physical body. These primary points of connection help us to transform our nature (within) and 
nature around us (without). Uniting heaven and earth, they embody the alchemical principle of as 
above so below, teaching us how we can serve by transforming the matter of our own being and the 

greater Being of which we are a part.  
 
Star chakras – energy patterns 

The connection between the heavens above and the earth below is mediated by the harmonic, 
cosmic, spirit, soul and earth chakras — sometimes called star chakras. These primary points of 
connection help us to transform our own nature and the nature around us. There are many chakras 
and systems, we are working with 12 to move beyond our physical body. We are connecting heaven 
and earth, As Above, So Below.   
 
Beingness – Sattva energy 

In yoga, three life forces or doshas, govern the physical world – vata, pitta and kapha. The mental 
world is governed by three states of mind of gunas – tamas (darkness), rajas (activity), and sattva 

(beingness). We use these energtic forces of nature as functional principles to understand 



ourselves and our world. Embodying the sattva energy through Being, we connect the heavens 
above and the earth below. Spirit in matter. We use simple yoga practices in our meditations, but 

this is an area you can explore on your own. It is again personal. Tai Chi, pilates, mountain biking, 
hiking whatever takes you there. Nature amplifies everything. It is the Divine cathedral. Get outside. 
 

Yoga is the journey of the self, through the self, to the self.  The Bhagavad Gita 
 
You have what you seek – Beloved 
Your soul is already guiding you. Your soul reaches out to you in synchronicities, dreams and ways 

of knowing. Only you know your path. I am going to say that again, only you know your path (that is 
super important). This is at the heart of the journey. You are connected above and below by a 
complex and magical energy system (the chakras). Within you is your answer.  We spend our lives 

seeking without (in the world), not realizing we have what we seek within. You are the Beloved. 
 
Transformation – The Golden Age 

12.21.12 was the end of a 26,000 year cycle (Procession of the Equinoxes). This refers to the 
transition to the fifth dimension (5D), which is a higher vibrational state. The concept is that to move 

into the Golden Age, Age of Aquarius, we must release our lower vibrational energy. This involves 
facing our fears and releasing negative energy. To transmute negative energy (low vibrational 
energy) you simply have to let go. This wave of light is calling us to raise our vibration. We are being 

amplified. Whatever you are is magnified or accelerated. 
 
Sound vibration - creation 

Sound occurred before light, “let there be light”. We are using the power of sound to affect our 
crystalline structure, which is (again) scientific. Mr. Masaru Emoto proved that water had 
consciousness in the 90s. He worked with water to quantify a structural change in response to 

stimulus in the environment. As humans, we are comprised of fluid matter, we too are influenced and 
changed in a structural way but the impact of sound, intentions, feelings and environment.     
 

Color octaves – symphony of the spheres 
We are activating our DNA as we use sound, intention and energetic frequencies that stimulate our 
transformation. When the range of sound frequencies increases to the top of the spectrum, they 

eventually become light. And there are vibrations of light that are invisible to the human eye, 
because colors have “octaves” as well. They change hue when frequency increases eventually 
there is nothing but brilliant white light, which is the highest frequency of the Divine.  

 
DNA – you are evolving 

The flood of energy is evolving us as we enter the new age. DNA is Deoxyribonucleic acid and 
contains the genetic instruction for our development as an organism (our blue print). We had 
believed that we had a double helix (two chains) of DNA strands, but we have realized that our DNA 

is evolving and there are four strands of DNA (G-quadruplexes or G4). I believe that there are 12, 
but that doesn’t matter.  
 

You are fluid – reacting to external stimulus  
As these filaments are absorbed into our being, our scattered DNA is being activated and reformed 

into new helixes or strands and reorded into bundles. Our DNA is no longer stagnant, but fluid. This 
is evolving our nervous system and facilitating new awareness and consciousness. We are waking 
up to our full potential and to an expanded consciousness. What has been dormant is coming to life. 

We are light beings awakening. We are using a fraction of our potential (which we already knew). 
We are tapping the rest of it.  



 
Synchronicities – the human experience   
There are codes passed to us from the womb. These codes hold the struggles of all mankind, the 
akash or the record, of human existence. You are coded through your birth date and time with 
triggers that will remind you or prompt you of your soul’s purpose. These are the synchronicities we 

experience. These codes align us with frequencies that trigger responses. Being conscious, or in 
the now, allows us to recognize these synchronicities, whether it is a word or a person.  
 

Soul journey – Desire and resonance     
Vibrational laws determine that as souls are created, they are subject to the density and soul 

intentions of those around them. The souls that you travel with are guiding you, with discord and 
resonance. As a soul you have within you a desire from within that is pure, that is your inner voice. 
You also have desires created by those around you that will be lower vibration, that are attempting 

(consciously or unconsciously) to reduce your vibration. Your tribe matters.  
 
Conscious intention – prayer and meditation 

Embodied, spirit in matter, we create a life aligned with our true purpose or destiny. The choice of 
what we wish to create exists in each moment. You can choose to write a new story, paint a new 
line. By consciously focusing on the now you are creating a new reality. Energy follows thought. You 

create what you think.  
 
There is nothing to do – Be  

The path is unique to each of us, that is why we alone know our answers. All we have to do is Be. 
We just have to be our authentic or true self. Now, that requires discipline (you are a disciple of 

your soul). We use ritual and sustained intention, meditation in communion with our higher self, our 
soul. Ask your soul to reveal to you what needs healing in the now and to bring it forth to your 
conscious awareness. The process is personal so use the system you are familiar with. Angels are a 

good place to start.  
 
Love – the highest vibration 
When we are living in our highest state of vibration we are aligned with the I AM. The law is love and 
the language is truth. We are in a flow state with Love. It is a state of Grace. In this state we are 
healed. In essence we are all healers. Healers in the sense that we are bringing in the flood of love 

and light, this higher frequency. This energy of love is grace. It heals all wounds.  

 

 “Above all the grace and the gifts that Christ gives to his beloved is that of overcoming self.” – St. Francis of Assisi 
 
  
Ritual transformation – embodied  
You are already walking the path. Your soul is guiding you. We have created a series of embodied 
rituals. A variety of methods to connect to your soul. There are many paths. I did a lot of hacking and 
seeking, which is why I was called to create this ritual. Practice asking your heart. As a very simple 

practice, breathe in and out deeply three times through your heart and ask a question (to your heart). 
Your heart will answer. Trust what you hear.  
 

Magic and mystery – you are powerful  
You are already experiencing the magic of universal love. Observe the synchronicity of your daily life. 
Allow the heavens to communicate with you in its symbolic synchronous language. Your soul will 

bring the right books, people, events, opportunities, dreams and so forth. Have an open mind and 
heart. It is already happening. You are part of a magical universe.  



 
Be – that’s it, just be 
As we are flooded with this energy (visualize a flood of light), we are remembering why we are here. 
It is happening, whether you are conscious or unconscious. Your soul has a purpose, a reason she 
came.  As our vibration increases, it is creating an alchemical change within us. We are golden.  

Being one with our soul allows us to move at a higher vibration. Your true self or soul is one with this 
energy of love. It knows the way back, you just have to let go.  
 

We carry inside us the wonders we seek outside us. - Rumi  
 

Claim your power – Free will  
In order to free ourselves from these limited patterns of thinking, to create a new paradigm, we have 

to realize that we have the power to create our personal reality and your personality. You have 
created your experience. You may feel that you would not want the reality you created and that you 
are not able to alter it. You may feel like you are a victim of your life. (Your life is hard, despite your 

being awesome.) We have been conditioned to believe that we don’t have power, but we do. We 
have free will. We can alter our life at any time. We are creators.  
 

A new way of being – archetypes 
Archetypes are universal, archaic patterns and images that derive from the All or what Jung would 
call the collective unconscious. Archetypes are the psychic counterpart of instinct. We use these 

basic patterns to create. Paradigms are archetypal patterns. Our paradigm is a way of seeing and a 
framework of being in the world. What we are doing is creating a new paradigm. A new way of 
being, precisely that Be . ing.  

 
Purpose – destiny 
We are entering a new paradigm (new age). This new paradigm is about aligning your life with your 

soul’s purpose. Each of us has a unique purpose. To realize our true purpose we must release our 
attachments, the judgements within your belief system. Living as your true self is to be real, 

authentic. That is the gift we are to give the world. Be the hero of your story. Be.  
 
You are the gift – Be 
How do I give my gift to the world? You simply have to Be. This desire to have meaning is not new 
or mystical. It is a defining human trait. We want to believe that we matter. We want to believe in 
magic and mystery…in more than the physical world. The desire to serve this higher power (I AM) 

has been practiced by all cultures throughout time. It is fundamental to our nature. It is real.  
 
*A new paradigm - Feel. Think. Act.   

In our current paradigm we Act. Think. Feel. Unconscious we create a reality in which we regret and 
fear our action. Thoughts are powerful vibrant patterns of energy. Thoughts are created by desire 

and emotion. Through our meditative rituals we can control our emotions and desires and therefore 
our thoughts and actions by feeling.  
 

*Create your destiny – free will 
To break a pattern first we recognize it. Here is a pattern:  
Emotions become desires;  

desires become thoughts;  
thoughts become words;  
words become actions;  

actions become habits;  



habits become character;  
character becomes our destiny.  

In this way we create, through our free will. You are writing your story. You can change the story. 
 
Ritual  - an action imbued with intention 

A ritual is any action we take that has a meaning or intention. Any activity can become a ritual if it is 
done consciously. What makes a ritual sacred is the intention of the activity. A sacred ritual is an 
action that you imbue with meaning. Whether we are having tea, walking, gardening, writing....the 

ritual is the intention and our presence in the moment.  

 
Embodied – rituals for transformation 
An embodied ritual invites your soul to lead. This is where we get the body, mind, heart, soul, spirit. 

The heart (the cavern of the soul) unites the above and below. We have created an embodied ritual 
with the candle, anointing oil and mist. There are meditations, journal practices, doodling. It is your 
journey, your creation.  

 
A ritual practice – Use it!  
For each chakra that you will receive are rituals, activities, intentions, blessings, and affirmations. 

These will also be available with offerings from our community on our site. These are not meant to be 
rigid practices. Use them as you are called. We are creating rituals of embodiment, when we are in 
the moment, conscious, spirit in matter. We let go and allow ourselves to Be. It is from this state of 

flow, oneness, that we create.  
 
 

Essential Oils – vibrational healing   

Essential oils have a unique chemical structure that promotes healing by stimulating and 
strengthening the body naturally. The oils have vibrational frequencies that resonate with the subtle 
energy system. Rose has the highest vibratory frequency at 320 MHz. For comparison the highest 
frequency of fresh produce is 15 MHz (processed food has no measurable effect). Essential oils can 
be applied to the skin or with aromatherapy which uses smell and breathe. Through aromatic 
molecules, the essential oil is absorbed into the bloodstream. They pass to the limbic system, 
activating the amygdala, our memory center for pleasure. Heavenly.  

Mantras – creating with sound  

Mantras, decrees and chants have been used to attune to the higher self and I AM for centuries. A 
mantra is simply the repetition of a word or phrase. The repetition serves to keep you focused on the 
meditation and create a desired stillness and energetic resonance. We are using ancient ritual 
practices. An example of this is the Our Father and the Hail Mary which have been recited for 
centuries or the great peace mantra, Om Shanti, Shanti, Shanti. If I simply state, I AM LOVE that I 
am creating that energetic vibration.  

Crystalline conductors – energetic flow 

The mineral kingdom manifests the lowest vibratory rate of the earth plane. For thousands of years, 
ancient civilizations have utilized the power of crystals to create energetic flow through the chakras. 
Gemstones are concentrated points of light within the color spectrum. On a cellular level, our bodies 
and quartz crystal are both made of mineral silicon-dioxide. We are naturally receptive to the 
vibrations of crystals as they transmit, reflect, store light and receive energy. Based on the laws of 
physics, thoughts direct energy and energy follows thought. Crystals serve as a tool to help the 
thoughts of our consciousness connect with our body.  
 

Crystals – Fractals of light  



When you align to this energy of love you are crystalizing yourself. You claim your power, your truth, 
your destiny. You do this individually, but it is inherently collective – by the very nature of the law of 

unity. As you align to the vibration of love, you embrace the divine intention to expand the universe 
through a new time line of earth, the golden age of light. Fractals of light that are pulsating in real 
time in a rhythm. As it vibrates through your unique soul essence it fulfills a requirement to allow 

humanity to live at its highest potential.  
 
Breathe – consciousness 
The breath is one of the most powerful tools for self-regulation, energy generation and wellbeing. 
Even though we breathe constantly, inhaling and exhaling, the power of breath is only felt if we are in 
the now, conscious. Scientific studies have demonstrated the powerful impact that breath 
awareness can have on our health and well-being. We use various breathing techniques to control 
our emotional state and activate the parasympathetic or sympathetic systems. In Sanskrit our breath 
is our most important form of prana (with water and food). 
 
*Create your life – be and do 

Creating the ritual is a matter of habit. Every morning, Benjamin Franklin asked himself, “What good 

will I do today?” Then at night before bed he asked, “What good did I do today?” He had created a 
simple ritual, a pattern of behavior. He was practicing conscious living, living with intention. Everyone 
has their method. We offer a variety of tangible, real world ritual practices. In this way we are taking 

theory and applying it, embodied. 
 
You have a super power – you are a creator 

Our super power is our ability to create our world. We are creators (praise be to creation). Creation 
requires imagination (to see the unseen). Creation requires belief (faith in the unseen). It requires 

that we embrace the heart-knowledge of the soul, that we love. You are here to create your soul’s 
purpose. You have a gift to give. It is important. You are a powerful creator. You will learn to realize 
your purpose through the creative imagination of your soul. Go within. Feel. 

 
Creativity: “The use of the imagination or original ideas especially in the production of an artistic or 
original work.” 

1. The state of being creative. 
2. The ability to transcend traditional ideas, rules, patterns, relationships, or the like, and to create 

meaningful new ideas, forms, methods, interpretations, etc.; originality, progressiveness, or 

imagination. 
Soul: “The spiritual or immaterial part of a human being or animal, regarded as immortal.” 
 

Free will - Destiny 
From a collective perspective, happening in real time, you are aligning an energetic resonance with 

similar threads of healing. As you align, this resonance has evolved to be part of your intention. You 
are coming back into balance. You, as you look in the mirror, become the reflective connection of 
that sacred geometric pattern of the I AM. It is our desire that you see yourself as such, to allow this 

pattern to vibrate in it’s highest potential. It is in this way that you fulfill your life’s purpose or destiny.  
 
Love – A universal destiny  
You have a nonphysical technology, a complex energy system that resonates with love. The 
resonance of the heart is a love-based frequency. It is a system of light. There are fractals of light 
pulsating in real time in a rhythm. The fractals of light are universal. They are a prism of light from a 

single source. All of the fractals and fragments of life exist within you. When these fractals vibrate 
together as one, in harmony, with a unique soul essence they fulfill our destiny.  

  



Sophia – resonance  
In my truth or gnosis, Sophia is the Divine Feminine principle. She embodies the flood of light. She 

has many names. She has been veiled, the mystery. She is the soul of the world, the Holy Ghost, 

Holy Spirit, mother of the world, Goddess Natura. She is the union. As we enter this new age, she 

draws near. What has been forgotten, veiled in mystery, is reentering our consciousness. It enters 

not simply from the past but from the future. She is with you now. 

 
O energy of Wisdom 
you circled circling  
encompassing all  
in the one path of life 
with three wings:  
one flies on high,  
one distills from the earth,  
and the third flies everywhere.  
Praise to you, as is fitting,  
O Wisdom 
-Hildegard of Bingen 

 
This is so personal – the female collective 
Sophia is the Beloved, as we are the Beloved. She has been neglected and abused. Her shame, 

pain, wounding resonates with us, in our experiences. She has endured and triumphed. She is rising. 

She is a resonance of love, a love-based frequency. She cannot be diminished, her light is eternal 

and fierce. She is an embodiment of the sacrifice of the mother. The sacred creator. Her healing 

codes enter you in the womb. You have her within your very being. She is nature and in nature she 

harmonizes with you, a vibration of love. She is above and below. She is both the earth and the 

stars.  Walk barefoot, gaze at the stars … Be with her.  

 

Where 2 or more gather - together 
Sophia and the flood of light are taking us home. We are remembering. We have been separated by 

the illusion of duality. We are light, crystalline fragments from the original prism. We are evolving 

back to our original state of being, the I AM. Source energy. We embark, bathed in love and light, on 

our soul’s journey home. As we claim our truth, the I AM, we become the walking essence of Grace, 

love and truth. We rise together. She is the spirit that when “two or three are gathered”. She is the 

uniting spirit, the spirit of true community.  
  
Omnia Conjungo, I unite all. 
-Sophia’s motto, cited by Pavel Florensky 
  
A vibration of love – the Beloved 
Sophia has called to me as the Beloved. She rises as I rise. She inquires within my own soul, about 

what is truth and what is not. Who am I and why did I come? I am creating my destiny in resonance 

with her. Amplifying a resonance of her heart, a love-based frequency. It cannot be lowered or 

diminished. It is eternal. It is. In this vibration of love, bathed in this energy, I crystallize myself, for the 

benefit of this larger pattern, the I AM. This unity is symbolized in the above and below, heaven and 

earth. It is Sophia. 
  
Let it be known: the Divine Feminine 
Is descending to Earth in an uncorruptible body. 



In the unfading light of the new Goddess, 
Heaven has become one with the depths. 
-Vladimir Solovyov, “Three Meetings”  
 
Enter the stillness – Be as Sophia  
Enter the embrace of Sophia in the stillness. The stillness is a pulsing rhythm. You cannot hear the 

rhythm or feel the pulsing call of your soul when you are in a state of distraction. When you began to 
resonate in the stillness or the now with your whole essence (body, mind, heart, soul, spirit) you 
embrace the I AM. You are not flawed, you are a brilliant creation of the Divine. When you resonate 

with this truth, you project it into your future reality (which is not even a future reality but a 
simultaneous reality).  
 

Time – You are eternal  
Universal law has no time. That means that everything that you are able to create takes place in the 

present moment. You as physical beings have come with a set of criteria through universal law. You 
have free will. You chose your time to arrive, the family, the circumstance that best serves your 
purpose. As humans try to manifest desires they often serve their physical existence and not their 

spiritual existence. You may have a narrow perspective from our physical existence. Nothing ever 
ceasing to exist. We are eternal, in a nonlinear way.  
 

Ritual Creation – Creating Self  
It is not about the physical pattern of forcing a future vision. It is setting an energetic resonance or 
tone within yourself while you create the ritual. Those patterns within the womb that you have 

received are at your fingertips. They are this moment. That is the valuable soul evolution process, 
that was received in your womb, that is within your DNA, that is this flood of light. That is how you 
change your reality and the reality of others. Setting the energetic tone within yourself. Be.  

 
The science of space – Heavenly  

All of the Universe is made of matter which has seven Planes of Existence. Every particle of matter 
and energy has a fixed nutational rate of vibration. These rates determine what Plane of Existence it 
is a part of. There are seven nutational rates which are set in perfect octaves, which means each 

rate is double the frequency of the one below it. There are no blends or intermediate tones of 
nutational vibration. Nutational vibration is a product of the spin on subatomic particles.  
 

Missing Matter – Heavenly Mystery 
Both matter and energy are created by the Mind out of the substance which we call Ether or Space. 
You may be stuck there, but that is the point. We exist in a mental universe. Space exists as a basic 

Creation of the Divine. It is neither matter nor energy. Space is essentially a vacuum. There are no 
particles at all. The particles that are there are mainly hydrogen and helium, which form a plasma 
called the Intergalactic Medium. The trick is that there is missing matter. A third of the universe can’t 

be found and exists, that is not accounting for the dark matter which is quantified but mysterious.  
 
It’s not universal – a multiverse 

What is this notion of a multiverse? If our current theories of physics are true, the Multiverse 
absolutely must exist. This isn't just a conclusion from observations; it's the same conclusion that 

we'd draw from our leading theory of the Universe's origin: cosmological inflation. Prior to the hot 
Big Bang, the fabric of the Universe was expanding at an exponential rate. Considering the finite 
nature of all we can see, inflation is the natural way to create a Multiverse of possibilities. The reality  

of a multiverse was Stephen Hawkings last theory of the cosmos.  

 



“The usual theory of eternal inflation predicts that globally our universe is like an infinite fractal, with a mosaic of different 

pocket universes separated by an inflating ocean,” Stephen Hawking  
 

The Beyond? – Space travel  
All the Galaxies exist within the sphere of Space. There is nothing beyond space. Space has bound 
itself. Space may be a perfect vacuum due to the absence of any matter and devoid of any energy 

radiating through it, Space exists. Space or Ether offers resistance to the passage of particles of 
matter and energy on the physical Plane of Existence. This resistance is what science refers to as 
the “speed of light.” Mental energy (Mind) can traverse all Space instantly and simultaneously.  

 
Doughnut holes – Space vortex  

The “physics” of particles on each Plane of Existence is unique and very different from the physical 
plane. Every particle on all Planes of Existence is in actuality a toroidal (doughnut shaped) vortex in 
the Ether and created by the Ether. This doughnut hole is a vortex, a local “concentration” of Ether 

within its bounds. This spinning gives rise to a comparatively slow wobble of the resulting “particle,” 
which is called nutation.  
 

We are getting mental – Stuck on Love  
Every particle of matter and virtually every particle of energy on the lowest six Planes of Existence 
has been created in a Mental Universe and continues its existence by sustained thought. This Mental 

Universe governed by the Archangelic Mind. All life, all living beings—plants, animals, men, Angels, 
Archangels, and Celestial Beings—are created by the Mental Universe. This Mind is an exclusive 
Creation of God, and Mind with all its abilities is an energy of the fourth Plane of Existence. The 

energy we call Love, which is a power emanating from our heart, connected to the I AM.  
 

United in Love – Archangels and Archeia  
All Beings employ Heart (Love) and Mind energy regardless of how high their station (which is 
simply their journey back to the I AM). All energy responds to those two great powers, the heart and 

mind. These are your super powers. It is with these powers that you co-create. We are not alone in 
this task. In fact, this is something I wish to have people feel into. You are so loved and held. The 
Archangels and the Archeia, as creations of the I AM (God, Divine) are sustaining the Cosmos, 

simultaneously a creator and creation.  
 
Archangelic Mind – The Etheric Plane  

The power of Archangelic Mind uses the binding forces of the etheric plane to produce the effects 
of mass, gravity, and solidity in the physical world. This creates the life which we are familiar. The 
physical world or plane has an etheric pattern on the second plane of existence which creates the 

physical form. This is the Above and Below. The Etheric Plane is about two thousand times denser 
(in terms of particles per cubic measure) than the physical plane, and therefore its binding power is 
tremendous. The forces which act at a distance, like gravity and magnetism, actually have their origin 

on the Etheric Plane (space).  
  
Mortal - The physical plane  

We exist on the physical plane in our 3D reality. This is anything that can be experienced by the five 
physical senses: sight, hearing, touch, taste and smell. The physical body is made up of the 5 

fundamental elements: ether (space), air, fire, water and earth and is subject to a lifecycle (birth, 
subsistence, growth, maturity, decay, and death). The gross physical body subsists with basic 
requirements of food, water and air. At death the physical body ceases to exist; the physical body is 

mortal. Our energetic bodies are not mortal. They exist at a higher frequency, free from the bonds of 
physicality. That is why Spirit matters.  



The Mind – The Seat of Feeling 
Our subtle energy or astral body is where the Mind exists. This is not to be confused as intellect 

which often serves as a function of our physical body. If you are making a list of pros and cons you 
are using your intellect. The astral plane taps into the Mind as the seat of our feelings, emotions and 
desires. It is made up of three parts: the conscious, subconscious and unconscious. This is a bit 

tricky, but the subtle energy body exists as a prototype and reflection of the physical body.  
 
You know – Synchronicity 

This is how we co-create with the Divine. Your destiny is not set. If we change our state of 
consciousness our future is altered.  This is the energy of our past and future experiences.  If you 

consciously recall a past experience, you are accessing the energy field of that experience our 
memory.  The energy fields of the past experiences we can no longer consciously recall still exist 
collectively as the subconscious. Instinct or intuition allows us to access this record of experiences 

on a subconscious level. The Divine communicates with us through synchronicities, numbers, words, 
memories. You know.  

Gurus – You alone know 

I am going to use this moment to reiterate that you have your answers, you alone know your truth. To 

access that information you simply have to Be. We have beautiful souls that influence our journey 
but no one can tell us which road to take. The best guru tunes into you accessing a moment in time 

from their perspective. Future experiences exist as possibilities, not certainties. The future is 
dynamic. The future is based on your state of consciousness. Your state of Mind is not static. At any 
moment you can change your consciousness and your future. Your destiny has not been set. You 

determine your fate.    

I am not afraid... I was born to do this. Joan of Arc 

 
3 + 1 + 3 - The tipping point  

As with the chakras, there is a neutral tipping point, the Unity Plane. This is where information is 

process and recorded. Of note, our life is recorded with thoughts and actions being equal. The 
Spirit Plane is truth aligned. The Divine Plane is love embodied.  The Harmonic Plane is the 
highest plane of creation. Its medium is pure or abstract kinetic energy. This is the infinite. It is the 

harmony of the spheres. As with everything, this is my personal gnosis and language. Everyone has 
their own experience and translation, which is their truth. It is exquisite beauty BEYOND 
comprehension. It has to be experienced.  

Your gift – Divine access  

We all have our way or knowing or experience. In the etheric body has senses, ways of knowing. 
These senses access information beyond the five senses we are familiar with that we use on the 

physical plane. The way you access the beyond, is personal (it’s all personal). These abilities are 
unique and they manifest perfectly for you. As with all things don’t focus on without (what is 
happening around you), but rather go within (what is happening within you). You may be surrounded 

by people that are clairvoyant and see wildly cool things. Get over it! You have your own way and it 
is your Divine gift. You’ve probably heard the term clairvoyance, which has to do with visual images, 
but there are other types of sensitivity, which involve hearing, sensing or feeling. 

The Clairs – Access the Beyond 



The primary methods of accessing the Beyond are often referred to as the “clairs”. Clairvoyance 

(clear seeing) allows you to see images in your mind that have special significance, visual 

impressions associated with other people, colors, auras or visions. This can come in dreams or 
when you’re awake. Clairaudience (clear hearing) is the ability to manifests audibly messages or 
voices – usually inside your mind (telepathic). It could be that spirits will converse with you through 

thoughts. Clairsentience (clear feeling) is the ability to feel the emotions and feelings around you. 
The term “empathic” is another word for clairsentience. Claircognizance (clear knowing) is the 
ability to ‘just know’. This is a powerful gift that accesses an inner knowing which is received from 

other planes, whether it is your soul, angels or spirits.  

I always knew – “truth” 
The reason I share this with you is that I questioned the truth or validity of what I was experiencing. 

Ultimately all we have is our truth, our gnosis (our wisdom). I believe I changed my life with a simple 
daily prayer or mantra of service and devotion. I lived from my heart. Your heart is inherently 
discerning and accesses higher powers, your soul and your guides (whether you believe they are 

angels or ancestors). This can look any which way. We all have our truth. It is always personal -and 
perfect. We have begun to gather, to create our tribe. 
 

Awaken wild soul - Be 
I have always believed in magic and mystery. I just have. The intention behind Be is that you create 
your magic and unlock the mystery within you. What is your offering to the world? Your purpose, 

your treasure? Who is your soul? Who is your tribe? This is a journey of self-exploration – within and 
without.     
 

“As above, so below, as within, so without, as the universe, so the soul…”   
Hermes Trismegistus 
 
Be love – ritual habits  
I have five kids and a very beautiful chaotic life.  I occasionally have days that I can’t find grace, but I 

always do. Be is an embodied ritual, a transformative practice, to stay awake (whatever language 
you use). It connects us to ourselves, to our soul and to each other. This connection already exists, 
we are just tapping into it. Be, the product and the practice, amplifies and alchemizes our vibrational 

energy so that we live consciously - awake. We gather in community, connected to the stars above 
and the earth below, reflecting the heavens back.  
 
TAKE IT OR LEAVE IT – I WANTED TO OFFER SOME ANGELS:  
The RAYS are a future offering of Be (and an rpg+ 7) 
(Archangels and Archeia)  
Archangel Michael—Archeia Faith 

Archangel Michael and Faith are the archangel and archeia of the first ray of light, the ray of will. The 

vibration of the first ray is blue. Archangel Michael is the Prince of the Archangels and of the Angelic 
Hosts. He is the Angel of Deliverance. He directs the guardian angels of protection. His divine 
complement is Archeia Faith.  

 

The first ray—Will 

The blue ray correlates to our throat chakra. The throat chakra is a power center as sound is 

vibrational. Through the sacred science of sound we can create through the speaking of the word. 



Invoking the names of Michael and Faith brings to us their love and protection, a renewal of faith, the 
power to do the will of the Divine and a love for that will. An embrace of all that is.  

 

Archangel Jophiel—Archeia Christine 

Archangel Jophiel and Christine are the archangel and archeia of the second ray of light, the ray of 

wisdom and illumination. These twin flames amplify the Christ consciousness within angels, 
elementals and men. Jophiel and Christine serve with the World Teachers, to illumine mankind's 
understanding of cosmic law. The name Jophiel means “beauty of God.” 

 

The Second Ray—Wisdom  

Archangel Jophiel and Archeia Christine serve on the second ray of the wisdom of God. This ray 
vibrates as the color golden-yellow. If we desire greater understanding and spiritual wisdom, we can 
pray to Jophiel and Christine. The yellow Ray is the Ray of consciousness. The yellow golden flame 

brings the impulse for binding light and love, as well as for unifying matter and spirit. This is a Ray of 
wisdom, sensitivity and intuition. The yellow ray resonates with our crown chakra.  

Archangel Chamuel—Archeia Charity 

Archangel Chamuel and Charity are the archangel and archeia of the third ray of light, the ray of the 
heart. This ray vibrates from deep ruby red to a delicate pink. And the quality that is emanated is 

love--unconditional, miraculous, healing love of the I AM, the Divine – all that is. A prayer to Chamuel 
and Charity is an opening of our heart, an expansive love, including ourselves. The Third ray 
correlates with the heart chakra. 

The Third Ray—Love 

The twin angelic flames of adoration and glorification, Archangel Chamuel and Archeia Charity 

amplify the love in your heart. If you want to transmute negative emotions invoke them. Energy 
cannot be destroyed, it has to be transmuted (altered). They transmute negative energy to positive 
energy in the chamber of your heart. With the golden midpoint of polarity – the balance of 

unconditional love, you can transmute energy.  The Pink Ray (Pink Flame) is amplified by green 
tourmaline, jade, rose quartz and fluorite. 

 

Archangel Gabriel—Archeia Hope 

Archangel Gabriel and Hope are the archangel and archeia of the fourth ray of light, purity and 
wholeness. The vibration of purity is a luminous white. White is a harmonious balance of all colors of 
the rays. The fourth Ray of white light (white flame) is in the middle of the seven rays, and as such it 

symbolizes a central point, balance and harmony. The white Ray stimulates our creativity, a desire to 
create art and beauty. The white flame is stimulated by sounds and colors.  

The Fourth Ray—Purity 

The fourth ray resonates with the root chakra. In our desire toward wholeness of being, the 

archangelic twin flames of Gabriel and Hope unite us with our higher aspect. They amplify our 
intuitive strength as it calls for an embodied love. The white ray exhibits the greatest power of 
purification. Crystals of the White Ray (White Flame) are ruby, red zircon, garnet, jasper, dragon 

eye, and coral, and from the group of black crystals of protection and grounding obsidian, tourmaline 
and black opal.   
 



Archangel Raphael—Archeia Mary 

 
Archangel Raphael and Archeia Mary serve on the fifth ray of light, the ray of healing and 
manifestation. It is in alignment with this ray that we receive abundance, vision and truth. The 

vibration of the fifth ray appears as the color emerald-green. Archangel Raphael represents the power 
of sight and vision. Pray to him as you develop your third eye, your clairvoyant inner vision. Archeia 

Mary is from the angelic realm but embodied human form as the mother of Jesus.  
 
The Fifth Ray—Healing and Manifestation 

The green Ray of light represents concretization, crystallization of substance. When we desire to heal, a 

desire to shine the light of truth on our life, Mary and Raphael offer wisdom and light.  The green 
flame amplifies our imagination and intuition, impulses that have been conceived in the energy of Divine 
truth. The law of the Divine is Love, but the language is Truth.  The fifth ray amplifies and manifests 
truth. Truth allows us to heal. It sets us free.  
Archangel Uriel—Archeia Aurora 

Archangel Uriel and Aurora are the Archangel and Archeia of the sixth ray of light. The sixth ray 

radiates the quality of service and vibrates as the color purple and gold with touches of ruby. Our 
highest calling is service. Arhchangel Uriel is the greatest of all Guardian Angels. He embodies the 
peace of our unity with each other and the Divine. When you seek for inner peace and calm invoke 

Archangel Uriel and Archeia Aurora, pray that they spread their wings of protection above you.  

 

The Sixth Ray—Service through Devotion  

Archangel Uriel and Archeia Aurora facilitate our resurrection, as we embody spirit in matter. Our 
devotion through service frees us from our fears and desires, allowing us to rise above our physical 

existence. Embodied in this grace, we are healed and protected. The ruby flame is an unconditional 
love of spirit and devotion to the Divine. It is this mercy bestowed on us that liberates from our 
attachments, granting us peace.    

 

Archangel Zadkiel—Archeia Amethyst 

Archangel Zadkiel and Archeia Amethyst serve on the seventh ray of light. The seventh ray vibrates 
as the color violet. The seventh Ray is forgiveness, freedom and mercy. The seventh Ray liberates us 
from our desire. It is our attachments to the past and future that tether us. Evoke Archangel Zadkiel 

and Archeia Amethyst to liberate you from suffering.  

The Seventh Ray—Forgiveness and Freedom 

The ability to forgive is primary in achieving freedom from suffering and living in joy and fulfillment. 
Invoking the violet ray, in conjunction with meditation and self-truth, frees us to extend mercy within 
and without. When we know forgiveness of ourselves and others we live in the spirit of pure joy. 

Transmutation uses pure light-energy, the violet flame, an aspect of the Holy Spirit. It resides in our 
hearts and all of our chakras.  
 

7 primary rays  

First Ray Archangel Michael/Archeia Fai th; Blue – Divine Will through Faith – Throat 
Chakra  



Second Ray Archangel Jophiel/Archeia Christine – Yellow – Il lumination through 
Wisdom – Crown Chakra 

Third Ray Archangel Chamuel/Archeia Charity – Pink – Compassion through Love – 

Heart Chakra 

Fourth Ray Archangel Gabriel/Archeia Hope – White – Embodiment through Purity – 
Root Chakra 

Fifth Ray Archangel Raphael/Archeia Mary – Green – Healing through Manifestation – 

Third Eye Chakra 

Sixth Ray Archangel Uriel—Archeia Aurora – Purple/Gold – Resurrection through 
Service – Solar Plexus Chakra 

Seventh Ray Archangel Zadkiel—Archeia Amethyst – Violet - Freedom through 
Transmutation – Seat of the Soul Chakra 

 

5 secret rays  

First Crystal Ray – Archangel Auriel and Archeia Alena  

Second Crystal Ray – Archangel Celestel and Archeia Celena  

Third Crystal Ray – Archangel Christiel and Archeia Christyla  

Fourth Crystal Ray – Archangel Soliel and Archeia Astrela  

Fifth Crystal Ray – Archangel Virtuel and Archeia Vestrea 

 
VEILED + EMERGENT  

METATRON — THE RIGHT HAND   

SOPHIA – THE ILLUMINATED HEART  
 

The Seven Principles of the Universe: 

1. Principle of Mentalism: All is Mental; the divine mind 

2. Principle of Correspondence: As is above, so is below; as is below, so is above. 

3. Principle of Vibration: Nothing rests; everything moves + vibrates. 

4. Principle of Polarity: Everything is dual; everything has an opposite 

(opposites are identical in nature but differ in degree – poles of the same energy) 

5. Principle of Rhythm: Everything flows, out and in – manifesting everything 

6. Principle of Cause + Effect: Every cause has an effect; every effect has a cause.  

7. Principle of Gender: Everything has its masculine and feminine principles. 


